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Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a tool allowing to assess
environmental impacts of a product or service over its whole life
cycle. It may serve as a support for product eco-design, policymakers and decision-takers in governments and industries. LCA is
relatively new, and methodological improvements are still required
for it to be as robust as possible in order for it to fulfill its function
and to be considered reliable and credible. A proper method to
assess resource use in LCA has yet to be developed. In this regard,
our work in progress is aiming at a better understanding and
assessment of resource use impacts on Natural Resources Area of
Protection in LCA with a dissipation approach.

of natural resource efficiency without an impact shift towards
other environmental concerns.
Recent developments for the Natural Resources Area of
Protection (AoP) in LCA have put current methods tackling
resource use under review by many (e.g. [1], [2]). It has been
proposed that the safeguard subject for mineral resources is
their capacity to fulfill provisioning functions for humans
(materials, energy, food, space, etc.) (perspective 2 from [3]).
Therefore the damage on resources should be quantified as the
reduction or loss of this capacity caused by human activity.
Dissipation has been identified as a relevant approach for this
perspective compared to methods based on resources depletion
[4]. It allows a better identification of where resource are lost
(dissipated), including within the technosphere, and as a
consequence lose their potential value for human use.
However, no consistent method has been developed to include
dissipation within LCA thus far.

abiotic resources, life cycle assessment, dissipation, metals,
minerals

I.

INTRODUCTION

In order to face challenges concerning increasing resource
uses in modern societies, much interest and efforts have been
put towards a more circular economy in recent years, and
measures which are promotive of resource efficiency are now
being put into motion. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) may play
an important role in supporting decision-takers in institutions
and industries as well as policy-makers for the consideration
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II. METHODOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS

III. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK – WORK IN PROGRESS

In this regard, we propose to build a conceptual framework to
include dissipation of metals and minerals within LCA. “Key
elements”, such as dissipation occurring during extraction,
production and use, quality limits (e.g. physicochemical limits,
including thermodynamics, after which the resource will be
permanently lost as an emission or as a final stock within mine
tailings or end of life discharge), resource occupation in the
technosphere, recycling rates and quality loss are defined in
order to make this approach functional. Approaches to
measure or evaluate such key elements, and the way their
implementation within Life Cycle Inventories (LCI) or Life
Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) can be done, are presented.
Feasibility of the implementation of these elements within the
LCA methodology is evaluated and planned future works
based on this initial framework are presented.

Figure 1.

A. Life cycle inventories
So far, elements to be captured within this new indicator
approach have been identified. Life cycle inventories should
allow to capture mass loss (dissipation) and quality changes
within a product’s life cycle. Figure 1 shows an overview of
the life cycle of a resource within a product, and potential
mass and quality changes happening for different life cycle
stages. A geological reserve is to be taken into account, as well
as an anthropogenic stock, for which elements to be
considered are included within the dotted circle (human
managed waste and in-use products.
Future works will aim at identifying which information is
available within current available inventories (e.g. ecoinvent)
and which additional data would need to be gathered to
optimize the LCIA quality and reduce uncertainties.

OVERVIEW OF THE LIFE CYCLE OF AN ABIOTIC RESOURCE, WITH DISSIPATIVE LOSSES AND QUALITY CHANGES (ΔQ)

B. Life cycle inventory and life cycle impact assessment
relationships
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Relationships between key elements must be clearly defined in
order to identify the impact pathways concerning abiotic
resource use. Figure below show relationships between LCI
elements identified in Fig 1., LCIA, and projected midpoint
impact indicator.

Figure 2.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LIFE CYCLE PHASES, LIFE CYCLE INVENTORIES AND MIDPOINT IMPACT ASSESSMENT

IV. CONCLUSION
The denominator represents the characterization factors (CF)
against which dissipative losses and quality changes will be
weighted in LCIA.

The developed conceptual framework represents the first steps
towards evaluating dissipation rather than depletion of mineral
resources in an LCA context with an appropriate inventory and
impact method. With future works, some of which have been
highlighted within the present article, this will lead to the
possibility to distinguish between dissipated minerals and
recycled ones, which are kept within circular economy and
contribute to resource efficiency, and help to support decisionmaking based on such criteria using LCA.

Different options for CFs will be tried out and discussed. They
may potentially consist in a ratio of 1/availability, a relation to
geological and anthropogenic reserves, or to some relation to
future demand following prospective scenarios. Options for
the most suitable CF (denominator) must be further defined
and evaluated in future works.
Other planned future works will consist in different
application cases using the developed indicator. Copper and
nickel are two interesting candidates for this task as they are
used in different applications and show different dissipation
patterns linked to these applications.
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